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“Pretty much,” replied Gerald with a helpless nod.

“My lord! I thought the Deitus Realm was just a myth! You know, when I first started cultivating, my master
told me that his ultimate goal was to acquire a holy body and become a Domiensch Master! He had spent
centuries trying to achieve that, so I naturally grew up being influenced by his guidance. Aside from laying a

strong foundation for me in every step I took, he even bathed me in all sorts of special elixir baths to ease my
journey in becoming a Domiensch Master!”

“Even so, it was only a few decades ago when I was finally enlightened enough to become one! Ryder has
only managed to enter the Domiensch Realm quite recently as well! With that in mind, for the longest time, I
truly thought that the Domiensch Realm was the highest I could go! To think that there exists Angelords who
have managed to enter the Deitus Realm..!” exclaimed Saint Darkwind who felt his world collapsing.

Gerald understood what Saint Darkwind was feeling.

After all, though he knew that deities did exist on earth some thousands of years ago, at the time, there were
still a lot of holy spirits roaming the planet. Now, however, holy spirits were scarce.

With that in mind, had it not been for his Herculean Primordial Spirit, Gerald would’ve never been able to
acquire a holy body and become a Domiensch Master.

With that said, hoping to become an Angelord was pretty much an outrageous idea to even consider! Now
feeling increasingly depressed, Gerald was prompted to mutter, “I wonder if I’ll ever be able to save Mila.
Whatever the case is, I agree with us joining forces. Truth be told, I still haven’t given up on finding the true
culprit of that incident during the pledge of the holy water. I should mention that I already have a prime
suspect! That aside, have you discovered anything?”

After slowly getting to his feet, Saint Darkwind replied, “Well, I did manage to find one important clue…
While I don’t know who the culprit could be, I’m pretty certain of what their goal had been for slaughtering so

many people with bloodline spiritual essence!”



“Oh? Go on…”

“Basically, that person is most probably trying to go against the law of heaven! They’re trying to absorb the
peoples’ bloodline spiritual essence so that they can forge a devish body and become a devil! As for why, it’s
said that during the legendary times, devils were the only beings capable of fighting against deities. After all,
deities and devils are pretty similar. Both are immortals whose souls would never reincarnate, only their
bodies!” explained Saint Darkwind.

True enough, when one entered the Deitus Realm, they’d be able to escape the cycle of reincarnation. A
person in the Deitus Realm wouldn’t get exhausted either. However, if one wanted to escape reincarnation of
both the body and the soul, one needed to acquire the Immortal Body. Only then one they become truly
indestructible.

“What great ambition he has… To think that after holding back for so long, his ultimate goal was to become
a devil and obtain eternal life…” growled Gerald as he furrowed his eyebrows.

He finally knew Daryl’s goal!

“If I may, who exactly are you talking about…? You sound quite familiar with him…”
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